
DEC 31 1 2 3 4 5 6

Comparatives 
and Superlatives
Comparatives usually 

end in “-er;” superlatives 
usually end in “-est.”

Complete 
the Sequence
big, bigger, _____

Complete 
the Sequence

quiet, _____, quietest

Complete 
the Sequence

funny, funnier, _____

Complete 
the Sequence

small, _____, smallest

Complete 
the Sequence
tall, taller, _____

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Articulation 
R Blends

R-Blends are made up 
of “R” and one or two 

other consonants.

Try These 
“BR” Words

bread
brush
broom

Try These 
“FR” Words

frog
fruit

friend

Try These 
“KR” Words

cracker
crayon
cricket

Try These 
“PR” Words

princess
pretzel
present

Try These 
“TR” Words

trash
tree
truck

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Antonyms
Antonyms are 

word pairs that are 
opposite in meaning.

Name an 
Antonym for...

hard

Name an 
Antonym for...

asleep

Name an 
Antonym for...

give

Name an 
Antonym for...

close

Name an 
Antonym for...

wrong

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Phonological 
Awareness

Substitution is making 
new words by 

replacing sounds.

Say pig.
Change the “p” to “d.”

Say snap.
Change the “p” to “k.”

Say see.
Change the “s” to “m.”

Say try.
Change the “t” to “f.”

Say rope.
Change the “p” to “t.”

28 29 30 31 FEBRUARY 1 2 3

Multiple Meanings
Multiple meaning 
words are words 
that have more 

than one meaning.

Give two meanings 
of the word...

bowl

Give two meanings 
of the word...

sink

Give two meanings 
of the word...

bat

Give two meanings 
of the word...

left

Give two meanings 
of the word...

club

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
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Answer Key: January 1) biggest 2) quieter 3) funniest 4) smaller 5) tallest 15) soft 16) awake 17) take 18) open 19) right 22) dig 23) snack 24) me 25) fry 26) wrote

Turn & Talk Verbs 
by Phonemes

Item #BK-392

Webber
Wordy Wheels

Item #GB-538

Webber Phonological 
Awareness Bingo

Item #BGO-175

Multiple Meanings 
Photo Fun Deck

Item #FD-322

January 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Comparatives
Fun Deck
Item #FD-19

Math
Steve

Check out this product:
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MLK Day

New Year’s Day–Kwanzaa Ends
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Jan 28 29 30 31 February 1 2 3

Multiple Meanings
Multiple meaning 
words are words 
that have more 

than one meaning.

Give two meanings 
of the word...

bowl

Give two meanings 
of the word...

sink

Give two meanings 
of the word...

bat

Give two meanings 
of the word...

left

Give two meanings 
of the word...

club

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Artic F
To make the F-sound, 
touch your bottom lip 

to your top teeth.

Repeat the Sentence
Phyllis f ixed the broken 

faucet at the cafe.

Repeat the Sentence
Goofy the gopher 
hit the golf ball far.

Repeat the Sentence
My father, the chef, won 

a trophy for the best 
waff les ever.

Repeat the Sentence
Jeff the giraffe is 

stuck in a traff ic jam.

Repeat the Sentence
The lifeguard laughed 

when the snow fell in July.

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Adjectives
Adjectives are 

words that describe 
other words.

Give 3 
Describing Words
_____, _____, _____ 

monster

Give 2 
Describing Words

_____, _____ skunk

Give 1 
Describing Word

_____ cup of soup

Give 2 
Describing Words

_____, _____ syrup

Give 3 
Describing Words

_____, _____, _____ snow

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Perspective Taking
Perspective taking 
is understanding 
the thoughts and 
feelings of others.

Brooke told Melissa 
that she played a 
great tennis game. 

How did that make 
Melissa feel?

Kevin asked his parents if 
he could spend the night 
at a friend’s house, and 

they said no.

How did Kevin feel?

Jessica forgot to 
go to her best friend’s 

bir thday par ty.

How did this make 
her friend feel?

At the dinner table, Josh 
interrupts his family’s 

conversation to talk about 
his basketball game.

How does that make 
the others feel?

David notices that 
Susie got an A+ 
on her math test.

How does Susie feel?

25 26 27 28 29 March 1 2

Categories
Categories are groups 
of items that share the 

same qualities.

What Doesn’t 
Belong?
butterf ly

owl
taco

Name That 
Category

train
motorcycle
f ire truck

What Doesn’t 
Belong?

dress
shir t
bus

Name That
Category

stove
toilet

garbage can

What Doesn’t 
Belong?

bathtub
cookie

french fries

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: February 26) taco 27) transportation 28) bus 29) around the home March 1) bathtub

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

February 2024

Anytime Artic 
Card Game - 2

Item #ATA-76

Multiple Meanings
Photo Fun Deck

Item #FD-322

Grammar Quick Take 
Along Mini-Book

Item #TA-340

Webber Photo Cards 
What Are They Saying?

Item #WFC-86

Webber BIG Box of Hidden 
Pictures for Vocabulary

Item #GB-216

Groundhog Day

Chinese New Year

Super Bowl Sunday

President’s          Day

Valentine’s Day-Ash Wed.
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FEBRUARY 25 26 27 28 29 MARCH 1 2

Categories
Categories are groups 
of items that share the 

same qualities.

What Doesn’t 
Belong?
butterf ly

owl
taco

Name That 
Category

train
motorcycle
f ire truck

What Doesn’t 
Belong?

dress
shir t
bus

Name That
Category

stove
toilet

garbage can

All of the students got 
ice cream at the par ty. 
It was  _____ reward.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Articulation
L Blends

L-Blends include 
bl, f l, gl, kl, pl, and sl

Repeat the Sentence
I use a f lashlight 

to see in the dark.

Repeat the Sentence
I watered the plant 
so it would grow.

Repeat the Sentence
Santa rides in a sleigh 
pulled by his reindeer.

Repeat the Sentence
The clock on the 

wall read 10:35 am.

Repeat the Sentence
Many people need 

glasses to see.

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Irregular Past 
Tense Verbs

Irregular past tense 
verbs do not follow 

normal past tense rules.

Tony bring/brought 
cupcakes to last 
Saturday’s par ty.

After Zoey took 
the medicine, she 
felt/feel better.

Brian’s phone ring/rang 
when his mom called.

Mike caught/catch the 
ball with his glove.

The car speed/sped 
away after the light 

turned green.

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Synonyms
Synonyms are 

words that mean 
the same thing.

Name Another 
Word for...

cry

Name Another 
Word for...

walk

Name Another 
Word for...

rest

Name Another 
Word for...

sick

Name Another 
Word for...

buy

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Phonological 
Awareness

Phoneme segmentation 
is taking words apar t 

by their sounds.

Tell me each sound 
you hear in

jog

Tell me each sound 
you hear in

fold

Tell me each sound 
you hear in

tiger

Tell me each sound 
you hear in

bigger

Tell me each sound 
you hear in

rainbow
31

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: March 11) brought 12) felt 13) rang 14) caught 15) sped 18) weep 19) stroll 20) relax 21) ill 22) purchase 25) j-o-g 26) f-o-l-d 27) t-i-g-
er 28) b-i-gg-er 29) r-ai-n-b-ow

March 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Daylight Savings

St. Patrick’s Day Spring Begins

Palm Sunday Good Friday

Easter Sunday

HearBuilder® Online

Webber Wordy Wheels 
S/L/R Blends Add-On Set

Item #GB-578

Webber Big Box of Hidden 
Pictures for Vocabulary

Item #GB-216

Verbs Quick Take 
Along Mini-Book

Item #TA-260

Photo Synonyms 
Fun Deck
Item #FD-235

  Visit: www.hearbuilder.com
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Easter         MARCH 31 1 2 3 4 5 6

Fact or Opinion
Something known 

to be true is a fact. 
What you think about 
something is an opinion.

Fact or Opinion? Fact or Opinion? Fact or Opinion? Fact or Opinion? Fact or Opinion?
Blue whales are the largest 

animals in the world.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Artic Z
/z/ is produced by 

turning the voice on 
while making /s/.

Repeat the 
Sentence

Repeat the 
Sentence

Repeat the 
Sentence

Repeat the 
Sentence

Repeat the 
Sentence

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Inferencing
When you make a 

guess about something 
based on what you 

know, you are making 
an inference.

What is the Object?
Sara took one 

from the cabinet and 
f illed it with juice.

What is the Action?
Tina threaded the 

needle and pulled it 
through the fabric.

What is the 
Occupation?

Dr. Thomas f ixed the 
cavity in Brad’s tooth.

What is the Category?
Shawn collects old nickels, 

dimes, and quar ters.

What is the Emotion?
Sid’s classmates elected 

him class president.

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

What?
You ask “what” 
questions to ask 
for information 

about something.
Ask a “What...?” 

Question
Ask a “What...?” 

Question
Ask a “What...?” 

Question
Ask a “What...?” 

Question
Ask a “What...?” 

Question

28 29 30 May 1 2 3 4

Conditional 
Directions

If the condition is true, 
follow the direction.

If you like to play outside...
count from one to ten.

If you love chocolate...
make a funny face.

If it is hot outside...
give yourself a hug.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: April 1) fact 2) opinion 3) opinion 4) fact 5) fact 15) glass 16) sewing 17) dentist 18) coins 19) proud 22-26) answers will vary; examples include: What does a cow give us? 
(milk) What do you use when it rains? (umbrella) What are scissors used for? (cutting paper) What do you do with a book? (read it) What do you wear on your feet? (shoes)

April 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Arbor DayPassover Begins

Earth Day

Tax Day

Passover Ends

Zoe saw 
a zebra at 
the zoo.

My husband 
chased a lizard 
in the deser t.

The boys baked 
cookies with 

bananas in them.

We ate zucchini 
with french fries 

for desser t.

Zack f inished 
the puzzle 
of the rose.

George 
Washington 
was the f irst 

President of the 
United States.

Nikki’s 
dress is very 

pretty.

Pepperoni 
pizza is 
the best 
type of 
pizza.

There 
are 12 

months 
in a 
year.

If you are 
wearing 

something 
blue...
touch 

your toes.

If you have 
blonde hair...

f lap your 
arms like 
a bird.

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Artic Photos Z
Fun Deck
Item #AP-37

Photo If…Then… 
Fun Deck
Item #FD-241

Inferencing 
Chipper Chat

Item #CC-48

Webber Photo Cards 
WH Questions

Item #WFC-345

Webber Photo Cards 
Following Directions

Item #WFC-23
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APRIL 28 29 30 MAY 1 2 3 4

Conditional 
Directions

If the condition is true, 
follow the direction.

If you like to play outside...
count from one to ten.

If you love chocolate...
make a funny face.

If it is hot outside...
give yourself a hug.

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Artic SH
The “SH” sound is 

produced by making 
the “quiet” gesture.

Repeat the word:

shack
5 times.

Repeat the sentence:

The cashier 
took the shuttle 

bus to the 
shopping center.

What do you do to your 
hands before dinner? Repeat the words:

gas station
5 times.

Repeat the sentence:

I wish the 
dish cost 
less cash.

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Emotions
Emotions are 

what we feel in 
different situations.

Show me how you look 
when you are angry.

What emotion do you 
show on Valentine’s Day?

How would you look 
if a stranger was 
following you?

Show me how you look 
when you are happy.

What emotion do you 
show when a friend 

moves away?

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Auditory Memory
Auditory memory is 
the ability to recall 
information that 
you have heard.

Repeat These Numbers:

7 - 3 - 9

Repeat These Words:

sand - chain
bell - sock

Repeat These Numbers:

8 - 3 - 1 - 6

Repeat These Words:

jar - fox - key
light - glass

Repeat These Numbers:

2 - 6 - 9 - 7 - 8

26 27 28 29 30 31 JUNE 1

Why
You answer 

“why” questions 
with a reason. Why do you use 

a f lashlight?
Why do you go to 
the grocery store?

Why do you put a 
stamp on a letter? Why do you water plants? Why do you put 

gas in your car?

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: May 8) wash them 14) happy 15) scared 17) sad 27) to see in the dark 28) to buy food 29) to mail it 30) to help them grow 31) to make it go

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

May 2024

Emotions 
Skill Strips
Item #STRP-45

WH Questions 
Skill Strips
Item #STRP-92

Memorial Day

Cinco de Mayo

Mother’s Day Armed Forces Day

Pentecost

Say & Do Action
Artic SH

Item #AA-44

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

If you are 
wearing 

something 
blue...
touch 

your toes.

If you have 
blonde hair...

f lap your 
arms like 
a bird.

Webber Photo Cards
Following Directions

Item #WFC-23

Webber Auditory Memory 
for Short Story Scenes

Item #AMSS-64
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May 26 27 28 29 30 31 1

Why
You answer 

“why” questions 
with a reason. Why do you use 

a f lashlight?
Why do you go to 
the grocery store?

Why do you put a 
stamp on a letter? Why do you water plants? Why do you put 

gas in your car?

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Artic V
“V” is made like 

“F” with the voice 
turned on.

Repeat the Sentence
Vince wore a violet vest.

Repeat the Sentence
The beaver is diving 

into the river.

Repeat the Sentence
Dave lost his glove 

in the cave.

Repeat the Sentence
Valerie put the 
vine in a vase.

Repeat the Sentence
Grover and Kevin are 

going on an adventure.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Adverbs
An adverb describes 
a verb, adjective, or 

another adverb.

Choose an Adverb
The students entered 

the library _____.

(quietly, tightly)

Choose an Adverb
I folded all my 
clothes _____.

(neatly, bravely)

Choose an Adverb
We were talking 

too _____.

(safely, loudly)

Choose an Adverb
The ballerina 

danced _____.

(gracefully, patiently)

Choose an Adverb
He _____ rocked 
the baby to sleep.

(brightly, gently)

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Conversational 
Skills

A conversation is an 
informal talk between 
two or more people.

Ask 3 Questions
I saw a great 

movie last night.

Ask 3 Questions
My sister won the 

biggest trophy.

Ask 3 Questions
We’re going out to 
celebrate tonight.

Ask 3 Questions
I bought a new 

video game.

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

Compare/Contrast
When you compare 
and contrast you f ind 

similarities and differences.

How Are...
sock & shoe

Similar / Different

How Are...
car & bus

Similar / Different

How Are...
pencil & crayon

Similar / Different

How Are...
newspaper & book
Similar / Different

How Are...
guitar & drum

Similar / Different

30

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: May 27) to see in the dark 28) to buy food 29) to mail it 30) to help them grow 31) to make it go June 10) quietly 11) neatly 12) loudly 13) gracefully 14) gently 

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

June 2024

WH Questions
Skill Strips
Item #STRP-92

Grammar 
Gumballs 2
Item #GBBK-348

Webber Photo Cards 
Getting to Know You

Item #WFC-36

Focus on 300 Analogies 
Secret Decoder Fun Deck

Item #FD-876  

134 Sound-Loaded 
Scenes for Articulation

Item #BK-251

Flag Day

Ask 3 Questions
I broke my arm.

Juneteenth Summer BeginsFather’s Day
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June 30 1 2 3 4 5 6

Fluency
Fluency is clear speech. 

Dysf luency is also known 
as stuttering.

Belly Breathing
Place hands on tummy 
with shoulders down. 

Feel your tummy move 
in/out as you breathe.

Watch My Face
Look at the person to 

whom you are speaking.

Easy Beginnings
Practice easy beginnings 

of words, phrases, 
and sentences.

Slow Rate
Practice using a slow and 

steady rate of speech.

Self Monitor
Monitor your speech
and see how you did.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Artic S
There are two letters 
in the alphabet that 
can make the “S” 

sound: “S” and “C.”

Finish the Sentence
When you don’t feel 
well, you are _____.

Finish the Sentence
Use the lawnmower 

to cut the _____.

Finish the Sentence
A king and queen 

live in a _____.

Finish the Sentence
Grainy pebbles on a 

beach are called _____.

Finish the Sentence
My favorite par t of 
a cake is the _____.

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Phonological 
Awareness

Rhyming words include 
par ts of words that 

sound the same.

Which Words Rhyme?
          hat      book
          cup      bat

Name a word that 
rhymes with 

shoe
Which Words Rhyme?
         car        sand
         band     hand

Name two words that 
rhyme with

cool
Which Words Rhyme?
         mail      house
         boat     whale

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Critical Thinking
Critical thinking 

involves problem 
solving, predicting, 

and making inferences.

What Would
You Do If...
you left your 

backpack at school?

What Happened 
Next?

Crystal put on 
her bathing suit and 

some sunscreen.

What Are 
They Doing?

Joey bought a ticket, 
popcorn, and a soda.

What Would
You Do If...
you tore a hole 
in your pants?

What Happened 
Next?

Tina put the cookie 
dough on the pan.

28 29 30 31 AUG 1 2 3

Sequencing
Sequencing skills 

help develop 
comprehension skills.

Tell the steps for 
washing your hair.

Tell how to play 
your favorite 
video game.

Tell me what hap-
pens in your favor-

ite movie.

Tell the steps 
for brushing 
your teeth.

Tell the steps when 
you buy a toy at 

the store.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: July 8) sick 9) grass 10) castle 11) sand 12) frosting/icing 15) hat, bat 16) blue 17) sand, band, hand 18) pool, school 19) mail, whale

Tiny Talk 
Artic-S

Item #TT-100

Fluency 
Roll ‘n Talk Add On Cards

Item #GB-378

Go For the 
Dough

Item #GB-339

Clues for Critical Thinking
Fun Deck
Item #FD-236

Webber Activities of Daily Living 
Photo Sequencing Cards

Item #WFC-99

July 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Independence Day
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JULY 28 29 30 31 1 2 3

Sequencing
Sequencing skills 

help develop 
comprehension skills.

Tell the steps for 
washing your hair.

Tell how to play 
your favorite 
video game.

Tell me what hap-
pens in your favor-

ite movie.

Tell the steps 
for brushing 
your teeth.

Tell the steps when 
you buy a toy at 

the store.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Artic G
The /g/ sound is in 

words like gum, go, etc.

Repeat the 
Phrase Below...

good gal

Repeat the 
Phrase Below...

get up and go

Repeat the 
Phrase Below...

big chili dog

Repeat the 
Phrase Below...

zigzag Craig

Repeat the 
Phrase Below...
goofy garage band

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Nouns
A noun describes a 

person, place, or thing.

Which noun goes with...

shoes?
watch/socks

Which noun goes with...

eggs?
bacon/dog

Which noun goes with...

pencil?
bed/paper

Which noun goes with...

sand?
bike/beach

Which noun goes with...

whiskers?
cat/baby

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Following 
Directions

We follow directions at 
home, school, and work.

Write your f irst 
name on your paper.

Spell your last 
name out loud.

Stand up, spin around 
twice, and say the 

Pledge of Allegiance.

Touch your nose, clap 
once, and count 
from one to ten.

On the back of the 
paper, draw a picture 
of your favorite animal.

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Homonym
Homonyms are words 

that sound the same but 
have different meanings.

Circle the 
Correct Homonym...

I drink my milkshake 
with to/two straws.

Circle the 
Correct Homonym...
I fastened my belt around 

my waist/waste.

Circle the 
Correct Homonym...

We stay up all 
knight/night long.

Circle the 
Correct Homonym...

Dad added more 
wood/would to the f ire.

Circle the 
Correct Homonym...

We meat/meet at the 
bus stop every morning.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: August 12) socks, 13) bacon, 14) paper, 15) beach, 16) cat, 26) two, 27) waist, 28) night, 29) wood, 30) meet

Webber Photo Cards 
Let’s Name Things

Item #WFC-89

Webber Jumbo 
Artic Drill Book

Item #BKR-233

Look Who’s Listening!
Item #GB-512

Granny’s Candies
Set 2

Item #GB-155

August 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!
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Artic T
To make the T sound, 

place your tongue 
behind your top teeth.

Finish the Sentence
A baby dog is a puppy. 
A baby cat is a ____.

Finish the Sentence
A bicycle has two 

round ____. 

Finish the Sentence
You take a bath in a ____.

Finish the Sentence
You eat dinner sitting 
at the kitchen ____.

Finish the Sentence
You try on shoes 

to see if they ____.

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Pronouns
Pronouns are 

words that take the 
place of nouns.

Choose the Answer...
Carla is happy. 

He/She is smiling.

Choose the Answer...
The children blew bubbles. 

They/Their are playing.

Choose the Answer...
Steve is crying. 
He/She is sad.

Choose the Answer...
Charles likes to read. 

He/She reads every night.

Choose the Answer...
Staci swims in 
her/him pool.

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Manners
Using manners means 
acting in an acceptable 

and respectful way.

What Should You Do?
You are eating and get 

food on your face.

What Should You Do?
There is only one ball, 

and your friend 
wants to play too.

What Should You Do?
Your friend gives 

you a bir thday gift.

What Should You Do?
You need to tell your 

mom something, and she 
is talking to her friend.

What Should You Do?
You and your friend 

played a game, 
and you won.

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Multiple Meanings
A multiple meaning 
word means more 

than one thing.

Find Another 
Meaning

Watch means to look 
with your eyes, or watch 

means ____.

Find Another 
Meaning

Pen means something 
you write with, or 
pen means ____.

Find Another 
Meaning

Park means a place 
you go to play, or 
park means ____.

Find Another 
Meaning

Fly means to go up in the 
air, or f ly means ____.

Find Another 
Meaning

Glasses are something 
you drink from, or glasses 

mean ____.

29 30 OCTOBER 1 2 3 4 5

Phonology
Phonology deals 
with how sounds 
are organized and 

used in words.

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) pan/fan
b) cat/cat

c) peach/speech

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) rain/rain
b) tree/treat
c) tea/key

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) pie/pipe
b) coat/coach

c) bed/bed

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) car t/car t
b) knight/nice
c) cow/couch

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) dove/drove
b) wave/wave

c) bat/back

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: September 2) kitten, 3) tires, 4) tub, 5) table, 6) fit, 9) she, 10) they, 11) he, 12) he, 13) her, 16) wipe your mouth with a napkin, 17) share/play together, 18) say thank you, 19) say excuse me/wait 
for her to finish, 20) tell them “Good Game”, 23) something you wear on your wrist to tell time, 24) a place where pigs live, 25) What you do with a car, 26) the insect, 27) things you wear to see 

Webber Photo Cards
Pronouns in Places

Item #WFC-38

Webber BIG Box of 
What’s Wrong with this 

Picture? Scenes

Triple Talk
Item #CRD-62

Silly Sets
Item #CRD-67

September 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Hopping Frogs 
Item #GB-478

Labor Day

Autumn Begins

Patriot Day

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:
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 SEPTEMBER 29 30 OCTOBER 1 2 3 4 5

Phonology
Phonology deals 
with how sounds 
are organized and 

used in words.

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) pan/fan
b) cat/cat

c) peach/speech

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) rain/rain
b) tree/treat
c) tea/key

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) pie/pipe
b) coat/coach

c) bed/bed

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) car t/car t
b) knight/nice
c) cow/couch

Are the Words the 
Same or Different?

a) dove/drove
b) wave/wave

c) bat/back

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Artic K
The “K” sound is in 

words like cat, can, etc.

Say...
car, bacon, rock

This animal 
says “moo”...

It is a ____!

Complete the 
Sentence

You carry school 
supplies in a ____!

Complete the 
Sentence

Kevin kicked the ____ 
ball into the net!

Repeat...
Carla located her car 

keys in the cabinet.

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Verbs
Verbs are action words.

Today, the raft f loats 
down the river. 

Yesterday, the raft ____ 
down the river.

Today, Andy buckles his 
seat belt. Yesterday, Andy 

____ his seat belt.

Becky will ____ a 
picture of the mountain 

with her pencil.

Mark will use the mower 
to ____ the grass.

John used the shovel to 
____ a hole for the plant.

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Eye Contact
Eye contact is an 

impor tant social skill to 
demonstrate attention.

Introduce yourself 
to another person while 

making eye contact.

Practice looking at a 
person while he/she 
is speaking to you.

Ask someone a question 
while making eye contact.

Maintain eye contact 
while telling someone 

what you are thankful for.

Tell about your day while 
looking at the listener.

27 28 29 30 31 NOVEMBER 1 2

Synonyms
Synonyms are different 

words that mean 
the same!

The elephant is large. 
The elephant is ____.

Be careful crossing 
the street. Be careful 
crossing the ____.

Another word 
for dad is ____.

Dan and Doug look 
the same. Dan and 
Doug look ____.

Fish live in the ocean. 
Fish live in the ____.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: September 30) a. different, b. same, c. different, October 1) a. same, b. different, c. different, 2) a. different, b. different, c. same, 3) a. same, b. different, c. different, 
4) a. different, b. same, c. different, 8) cow, 9) bookbag, 10) soccer ball, 14) floated, 15) buckled, 16) draw, 17) cut, 18) dig, 28) big, 29) road, 30) father, 31) alike, November 1) sea

Photo Irregular Verbs
Fun Deck
Item #FD-567

Social City
Board Game

Item #GB-352

Photo Similarities & 
Differences Fun Deck

Item #FD-789

October 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Halloween

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Columbus Day

Silly Sets
Item #CRD-67

Animal Buddies
Item #AB-23
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Synonyms
Synonyms are different 

words that mean 
the same!

The elephant is large. 
The elephant is ____.

Be careful crossing 
the street. Be careful 
crossing the ____.

Another word 
for dad is ____.

Dan and Doug look 
the same. Dan and 
Doug look ____.

Fish live in the ocean. 
Fish live in the ____.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Following 
Directions

Following directions 
is impor tant for 

learning new things.

First jump 
up and down,

then say your name.

Stand up or 
clap your hands.

After you raise 
your hands, smile.

Before you wave, 
blink your eyes.

Wiggle your 
fingers and smile.

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Articulation 
S Blends

S Blends include SK, SL, 
SM, SN, SP, ST, and SW.

Repeat each 
word f ive times:

school
smelly

sneakers

Say each word 
in a sentence:

skunk
swim
slip

Complete the Sentence

A _____ has eight legs.

Repeat the Sentence

Snooky the snail is slow.

Repeat each 
word f ive times:

spell
stay
spit

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Multiple Meaning
Multiple meaning 
words have more 
than one meaning.

Give two meanings for Give two meanings for Give two meanings for Give two meanings for Give two meanings for

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Predict a Story
Use the story star ter 

phrase to begin a story. When Kevin found 
the box he...

Amy made a funny face 
at her teacher...

The pirates invited 
Parker to sit down 

with them and eat...

Matt saw a shooting star 
and wished for...

Jessica blew the bubble 
bigger and bigger...

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key: October 28) big 29) road 30) father 31) alike November 1) Sea 13) spider 18) you wear on your finger, the noise a telephone makes 19) you pay after a service, the mouth of a duck 20) you 
wear to see, you drink out of 21) something an airplane does, a piece of property someone owns 22) the direction, if you are correct

Ring Bling
Item #RB-65

Articulation Skill Strips 
S and S Blends Fun Deck

Item #STRP-56

Vocabulary
Chipper Chat

Item #CC-35

Webber Photo Cards
Let’s Predict

Item #WFC-87

November 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Election DayDaylight Savings Ends

Veterans Day

Thanksgiving

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Photo Similarities & 
Differences Fun Deck

Item #FD-789
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Social Skills
Social skills are also 
called pragmatics.

Your friend wants you to 
jump in the pool, but you 

can’t swim.

What do you say or do?

You see the Do Not Feed 
the Animals sign at 
the zoo. You do not 

understand this.

What do you say or do?

You are eating dinner 
at your friend’s house. 
The food is very tasty.

What do you say or do?

You order a cheeseburger 
at a fast food restaurant, 

but the sandwich you 
get has no cheese.

What do you say or do?

You are sitting at a table 
in a restaurant near 

a loud group of people. 
The noise bothers you.

What do you say or do?
8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Artic Vocalic R
Vocalic R sounds 
include: AR, IRE, 

OR, AIR, EAR, ER.

Repeat After Me

car

the blue car

The blue car is fast.

Repeat After Me
f ire

the hot f ire

The hot f ire 
burned brightly.

Repeat After Me

chair

the comfy chair

I sat in the comfy chair.

Repeat After Me

pour

pour the lemonade

Please pour the lemonade.

Repeat After Me

stir

I will stir

I will stir the soup.

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

WH Questions
There are 5 types of 

“WH” questions: 
who, what, where, 

when, and why.

Who?
Who keeps people safe at 

the pool or the beach?

What?
What do you bring 

to the beach?

When?
When do you 

see the sunrise?

Where?
Where do dolphins, 

sharks, and jellyf ish live?

Why?
Why do we 

wear sunscreen?

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Figurative 
Language

Figurative language 
includes idioms, 

metaphors, and similes.

Idiom
What does this mean?

It was a piece of cake.

Simile
What does this mean?

The house was as 
big as an elephant.

Idiom
What does this mean?

You are in hot water!

Metaphor
What does this mean?

My room was 
a refrigerator.

Idiom
What does this mean?

It cost an arm and leg!

29 30 31 JANUARY 1 2 3 4

Categorizing
Categorizing is 

grouping or naming 
things that are related.

What Do These 
Have in Common?

jacket, hat, scarf

What Do These 
Have in Common?

hawk, bat, airplane

What Do These 
Have in Common?

sight, smell, touch

What Do These 
Have in Common?

f ish, frog, duck

What Do These 
Have in Common?

cereal, banana, pizza

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Answer Key:December 16) lifeguard 17) answers may vary 18) in the morning 19) ocean 20) so we don’t get sunburned 23) it was easy 24) huge 25) in trouble 26) room was cold 27) it was expensive 
30) things you wear when it’s cold 31) things that fly January 1) senses 2) things that swim 3) things you eat

Vocalic R 
Artic Quickies

                   Item #BKAQ-14

Webber Photo Cards 
Super Silly!

Item #WFC-96

Ring Talkers
Item #WHC-99

Focus on Proverbs & Idioms 
Secret Decoder Fun Deck 

Item #FD-252

Photo 
Classifying Flips

Item #BK-380

December 2024
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!
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Christmas Eve
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